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Three Reasons to Leave: Abuse, Addiction, and Affairs
The most challenging of marital problems often involves what
is called the “4 As.” These are adultery, addiction, abuse,
and agendas.
Adultery, Abuse & Addiction | Marriage Separation Advice
Resources
Adultery, Addiction and Abuse can go hand in hand in ripping a
marriage apart. If a couple is experiencing The Three A's, a
term coined by professional.

Reasons for Divorce: The 4 'As'
They ought to, because the behavior that takes place during an
affair mimics exactly the behavior of a drug addict. Like a
moth drawn to a.
Addiction And Infidelity: Understanding And Finding Ways To
Heal
Addiction-related infidelity doesn't have to mean the end of
your relationship, but it will certainly be a major obstacle.
4 Reasons Why Adulterous Affairs Can Be so Addictive |
PairedLife
Marriage Crisis Manager offers advice about adultery, abuse &
addiction. For more information or if you are having a
marriage crisis now, call Dr. Becky.
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It is more common for men to cheat Adultery Addiction their
partners are pregnant. You may realize it had nothing to do
with your partner at all, but stems from an issue that needs
further discussion with a professional.
Supportfromfriendsandfrommentalhealthprofessionalsisessential.Ire
I know he is using me why is it so hard to have some respect
for myself and tell him to go be a loser somewhere else? The
Fallacy Adultery Addiction "Evidence-Based" Treatment. I
married a drug addict. CerealAdulteryyesThat's why so many
people get drawn into affairs.
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